
 

 

All prices incl. VAT. As stock lasts. Price subject to change. 

Golf Trade ETC AG, Golf Point Urdorf, Postfach 231, Riedmatten, 8902 Urdorf 

Ben Sayers M11 Stand Bag Graphite/Steel 

Men Right or Left Hand 

Length: Graphite Std., Steel Std. or 1” longer 

 

 

 

 

Woods and Hybrids: Ben Sayers M11 complete set 

The complete M11 package set consists of a 460cc oversized titanium matrix driver with matching 

oversized titanium matrix 3 and 5 woods, all featuring tactical flight channels promoting a lower CG 

and the perfect launch angle for increased distance, accuracy and maximum forgiveness. This cutting 

edge hybrid replaces the longer, harder to hit traditional irons incorporating an offset hosel to 

eliminate sliced ball flight. By lowering the CG we have also achieved a higher penetrating ball flight, 

resulting in increased distance and accuracy. 

Irons and Putter: Ben Sayers M11 complete set 

The stainless irons (5-SW) featuring an undercut cavity design and fully embossed medallion. The 

sleek head shape design with an undercut cavity and wider sole and top line helps to promote extra 

forgiveness and increase playability. Confidence building irons with great performance. The new style 

mallet putter featuring a soft polymer insert and alignment aid ensures a soft but responsive stroke 

every time. 

All woods and utility clubs come complete with head covers. All sets come with either a top of the 

range stand or cart bag offering features you would expect from a Ben Sayers bag. 

 

Graphite Fr. 490.- 
RRP Fr. 690.- 

Steel Fr. 440.- 
RRP Fr. 650.- 



 

 

All prices incl. VAT. As stock lasts. Price subject to change. 

Golf Trade ETC AG, Golf Point Urdorf, Postfach 231, Riedmatten, 8902 Urdorf 

Ben Sayers M11 Cart Bag Graphite 

Ladies Right or Left Hand, Length Standard 

 

 

 

 

Woods and Hybrids: Ben Sayers M11 Ladies complete set 

The complete M11 package set consists of a 460cc oversized titanium matrix driver with matching 

oversized titanium matrix 3 and 5 woods, all featuring tactical flight channels promoting a lower CG 

and the perfect launch angle for increased distance, accuracy and maximum forgiveness. This cutting 

edge hybrid replaces the longer, harder to hit traditional irons incorporating an offset hosel to 

eliminate sliced ball flight. By lowering the CG we have also achieved a higher penetrating ball flight, 

resulting in increased distance and accuracy. 

Irons and Putter: Ben Sayers M11 Ladies complete set 

The stainless irons (5-SW) featuring an undercut cavity design and fully embossed medallion. The 

sleek head shape design with an undercut cavity and wider sole and top line helps to promote extra 

forgiveness and increase playability. Confidence building irons with great performance. The new style 

mallet putter featuring a soft polymer insert and alignment aid ensures a soft but responsive stroke 

every time. 

All woods and utility clubs come complete with head covers. All sets come with a top of the range 

stand bag offering features you would expect from a Ben Sayers bag. 

 

Ladies Graphite 

Fr. 490.- 
RRP Fr. 690.- 



 

 

All prices incl. VAT. As stock lasts. Price subject to change. 

Golf Trade ETC AG, Golf Point Urdorf, Postfach 231, Riedmatten, 8902 Urdorf 

Callaway Solaire II Right Hand 

 

Elegance meets performance in the Solaire 9-Piece Ideal Starter Set from Callaway. It’s 
designed for one thing — a woman’s golf swing. Solaire was developed specifically to allow 
beginning women golfers to go straight from the shop to the course with everything they need 
to play in style. The 9-piece set consists of an all-titanium driver, a stainless steel fairway 
wood, two hybrids, an iron, two wedges, a mallet putter and a versatile cart bag. Higher ball 
flights, longer distance and straighter shots are waiting for you. Because at Callaway, we 
believe in One Game. Yours! 

Features: 
• DESIGNED FOR WOMEN: Callaway’s R&D team studied a wide range of women’s swings to 

design clubs with lengths, weights and lofts that are ideally suited to create more distance, 

better accuracy and unprecedented forgiveness. 

• COMPLETE COURSE COVERAGE: This all-in-one set provides ideal distance coverage and high 

ball flights out of a variety of lies so women feel confident that they have the right club for 

the next shot. 

• DISTANCE MADE EASY: Every club in the set is easy to swing so women golfers can hit longer 

shots and play with confidence. Each fairway wood and hybrid produces a higher launch 

angle on shots hit low on the face for increased distance. 

Versatile, Stylish Trolley Bag: 

• Beautiful design with an insulated pocket for food and beverages. Compartments for shoes, 

valuables, golf balls, tee slots and outerwear. 

Set includes: Titanium Driver, 5-Fairway Wood, 6-Hybrid, 7-Iron, 9-Iron, PW, SW, Mallet 

Putter and a versatile Trolley Bag. 

Ladies Graphite 

Fr. 650.- 
RRP Fr. 769.- 


